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PA DOR Bulletin: Federal 100 Percent
Expensing Deduction Disallowed
Overview
Pursuant to the federal tax reform legislation enacted on December, 22, 2017, Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”)
§168(k) is amended to provide 100 percent expensing for certain business assets placed in service after
September 27, 2017 and before January 1, 2023.1 On this same day, the Pennsylvania Department of
Revenue (“Department”) issued Corporation Tax Bulletin 2017-02 (“Bulletin 2017-02”) which explains the
Pennsylvania Corporate Net Income Tax (“CNIT”) treatment of the 100 percent depreciation claimed as a
deduction for federal income tax purposes.2 According to Bulletin 2017-02, Pennsylvania law requires the
federal 100 percent deduction to be added back to taxable income for CNIT purposes and provides no
additional mechanism for cost recovery until the qualified property is sold or otherwise disposed. This appears
to be a reversal of the Department’s prior policy, which had allowed full recovery of 100 percent depreciation
for CNIT purposes in the same year the deduction was claimed for federal income tax purposes. 3
This tax alert summarizes Bulletin 2017-02, discusses background of the CNIT treatment of so called “bonus
depreciation” deductions pursuant to IRC §168(k) and provides taxpayer considerations.
Pennsylvania CNIT treatment of bonus depreciation
Pennsylvania law generally provides that any deduction for depreciation of qualified property pursuant to IRC
§168(k) must be added back to Pennsylvania taxable income for CNIT purposes.4 To recover the amount
added back, Pennsylvania law provides for an additional deduction equal to 3/7ths of the remaining federal
depreciation deduction (the “3/7ths formula”) if a deduction for depreciation was included in taxable income
for CNIT purposes. The law also provides for recovery of any remainder upon sale or other disposition of the
property.5 Historically, when the federal law allowed a 30 percent bonus depreciation deduction and a 70
percent regular depreciation deduction, the 3/7ths formula resulted in full recovery of the cost of the qualified
property over its regular depreciable life.6 When the federal bonus allowance was subsequently increased to
50 percent, with the remaining 50 percent subject to regular depreciation, the 3/7ths formula no longer
recovered the entire cost prior to disposition of the property; however, the Department allowed for recovery of
the remainder in the final year of federal depreciation.7 Likewise, when the federal bonus allowance
temporarily increased to 100 percent during parts of 2010 and 2011, the Department, pursuant to Corporation
Tax Bulletin 2011-01, allowed full recovery in the same year as the federal deduction.8
Bulletin 2017-02 appears to reverse the Department’s prior policy which had allowed for full recovery of 100
percent expensing deductions and instead applies a narrow interpretation of the CNIT statutory addback and
recovery provisions. According to Bulletin 2017-02, while Pennsylvania still requires an addback of the full
federal bonus deduction, no additional deduction is allowed for CNIT purposes because there is no
corresponding federal deduction for regular depreciation for such property.9 Further, applying the 3/7ths
formula would result in an additional CNIT deduction of zero because there is no remaining federal
H.R. 1, Sec. 13201. The Act also provides for declining expensing deductions for property placed in service after December 31, 2022.
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declining deductions after then 100 percent expensing period expires.
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depreciation amount after the 100 percent deduction.10 Thus, the Department concludes that no cost
recovery will be permitted for CNIT purposes until the property is sold or otherwise disposed. 11
Taxpayer considerations
The Department’s revised bonus depreciation policy announced in Bulletin 2017-02 creates the potential for
Pennsylvania CNIT income to be significantly higher than federal taxable income for periods during which the
federal 100 percent expensing deduction is claimed. As a result of the new policy, effective for property
placed in service after September 27, 2017, taxpayers will need to track a different Pennsylvania basis in such
property in order to properly recover the addback in a future year when such property is sold or otherwise
disposed.12 Taxpayers are also advised to closely monitor other states’ responses to the new federal 100%
expensing provisions.
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